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For Immediate Release:
National Office Furniture Launches Dynamic Products and Surface Material Solutions
JASPER, Ind., November 16, 2020 - National Office Furniture, a unit of Kimball International, Inc., introduces a variety
of innovative solutions and on-trend surface materials designed for today’s environments. From brand new product
series to key enhancements and surface material additions, these design-driven introductions extend National’s
portfolio to maximize trends and address workplace and home office needs.
Tarver™ Table Collection
The Tarver collection of tables, storage, and mobile ancillary pieces
unifies bold design, industrial beauty, and the natural characteristics of
wood and steel. Featuring a rustic design with exposed metal
fasteners, Tarver applauds the timeless blend of craftsmanship and
geometric angles, and celebrates the beauty of artisanal veneer and
rugged steel.

Eklund™ Lounge Collection
With the ability to unify spaces through its comprehensive portfolio,
Eklund’s lounge seating, rocker, and tables create inviting
environments for interacting as well as focusing. Its organic shape and
optional privacy panels easily provide visual and acoustical privacy or
create a welcoming space for gathering.

Lochlyn™ Work. Store. Divide. Collection
Originally introduced in 2019, Lochlyn has been enhanced to include
adjustable height desks, worksurface extensions, drawers and doors
for the storage unit, and a pet bed cushion insert. These additions
expand on Lochlyn’s ability to accommodate evolving workspaces.
Lochlyn offers brilliant work, storage, and space division solutions for
commercial areas or home environments.

Gallery Laminate Program
The Gallery Laminate program will be filled with new, fresh, on-trend
laminates that address current design trends and evolving influences.
This introduction includes multiple rich brown woodgrains, deep black,
whitewash, and clear raw oak. The Gallery Laminate program is
comprised of an ever-changing palette of dynamic and influential
materials purposefully selected to inspire, create warmth, or make a
bold statement.

Learn more about Tarver
Learn more about Eklund
Learn more about Lochlyn
Learn more about Gallery Laminates
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About National Office Furniture:
National Office Furniture, a brand of Kimball International, Inc. (NASDAQ: KBAL), is a Jasper, Indiana-based
manufacturer of high-quality office furnishings. Since 1980, National has built a reputation for excellence with stylish
furniture of exceptional value, a dedication to personalized service, and product designs that reflect a passion for the
user’s comfort and productivity. National operates facilities Indiana and Kentucky. Corporate showrooms are located in
Atlanta, GA, Boston, MA, Chicago, IL, and Dallas, TX. For more information, visit www.NationalOfficeFurniture.com.

